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"Fall Back"

The devil's in the next room
Guess who sparks life out test tubes
special delivery clone vessel
stressful collection of artifacts
poisonous food structures, heart attacks 
water taps dripping (drinking) anthrax
stand back and catch all the virtues of sound to this on
wax(?)
you ain't heard of the plot 
that Bush only wants Saddam cause he wanted to
murder his pops
you heard it or not
the myth of Osama avoid N. Korea
bomb 'n' oppression oi-oi-oil's the secret
More if you peep it
It's thirteen Saddams worth the whine of the black
magic 
rap n that's love for the crack addicts
mathematics with them double cypher understanding
2003 underhanded bandits of cultures vultures of
freedom 
lies buried in libraries open and read 'em

[Chorus X2]
Fall back 
And look at life took our (at) Christ even took our sight
these crooks ain't right 
In the Book of Right (the Book, alright)
there's no color or creed (greed) every man help a
brother in need
and just fall back

A man in an office of plaques
stands as a prophet in rap
no profit in that
Cautious attack society they try to buy(?) me
but it's too late generation X you'll do great
the bullet that hit Pac it scarred me
the bullet that took Big taught me
the streets'll stay savage
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Lay havoc as Hitler stabbed the system
(?)'n' begin to spit through(?) a split throat now the
addicts listen
so many forces'll distort the only way like
the blind go to church on a holy day like
keep holding the Sabbath 
Seventh day is Saturday
Seventh planet is Saturn 'n' finish the pattern 'n'
Matterin of fact energy travel on tracks
the righteous'll gather in packs
the ladder (latter) attach to the wall of truth for all of
you
I'ma uplift to death and the fall of proof

[Chorus X2]
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